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Abstract
Ferryl intermediate compounds are relevant in catalytic mechanisms of dioxygen
activation for a wide range of metalloproteins and inorganic synthetic compounds. In
dioxygen activation, two mechanisms (inner and outer sphere) for the electronic transfer from
iron to oxygen are recognized, from these, outer sphere mechanisms is most studied due to
their importance in critical biological process. The presence of oxo-iron compounds with the
central atom in high oxidation states (ferryl-FeIV and ferroyl-FeV) as reaction intermediates,
makes this reactivity an exciting challenge for a chemist due to the difficulty for isolation
and characterization of those species. Parallel to the research on biological systems, an
important branch of Inorganic Chemistry has been developed in which the synthesis of
inorganic compounds with structural characteristics and whose reactivity mimics the active
sites of the metalloproteins helps to understand the biological processes.
In this work, the results of the isolation and characterization of a ferryl intermediate
generated in the catalytic cycle of the bifunctional catalase-peroxidase (CAT2) enzyme of
the Neurospora crassa fungus are presented. In particular, we worked with a variant of the
CAT2 enzyme in which an amino acid (aspartate 120) critical for the catalase activity of the
enzyme was mutated. The spectroscopic characterization by UV-Vis and EPR shows that the
active site of the protein preserves iron with the same electronic structure as the native
enzyme (HS-FeIII), however, zymography displayed that catalase activity was severely
affected while the peroxidase activity may still to be intact. Through a reaction with
peroxyacetic acid (PAA) it was possible to artificially generate a ferryl intermediate which
was characterized by UV-Vis and EPR spectroscopies, demonstrating the presence of FeIV
and a free radical in a compound that is assigned to the species known as Compound I
(FeIV=O Por+).
On the other hand, in an effort to try to better understand the reaction mechanism of
this bifunctional enzyme and others in which the reaction mechanism involves ferryl
intermediates, in the second part of the work the results of the synthesis and characterization
of a biomimetic compound are presented. One of the most important contributions of this
part, is the proposal to use chlorophyll as a natural source for obtaining the porphyrin ligand
for our compound, thus, the extraction of the spinach chlorophyll was made and magnesium
was extracted to generate pheophytin ligand. The entire extraction process was carried out
using chromatographic techniques, demonstrating the chemical composition of the extracts
19

in each step by electronic spectroscopy. A pheophytin-iron(II) complex was synthetized and
characterized by UV-Vis and EPR spectroscopies, demonstrating the presence of the
porphyrin ring of pheophytin and iron(II) LS. The evaluation of the reactivity of the
compound against PAA was made by a preliminary kinetic study and EPR, demonstrating
that PAA effectively reacts against iron, causing oxidation of the latter from Fe II to FeIII.
Unfortunately, it was not possible to isolate a ferryl intermediate in this inorganic system,
however, the fact of having demonstrated that the compound is capable of reacting against
PAA is the basis for the construction of a biomimetic system in the very near future.

Key words
Oxo-iron; Biomimetic; catalase-peroxidase; Compound I; pheophytin; EPR;UV-VIs
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Resumen

Los compuestos intermediarios ferrilos son relevantes en los mecanismos catalíticos durante
la activación de oxígeno molecular en una amplia gama de metaloproteínas y compuestos
sintéticos inorgánicos. En ese sentido, la activación de oxigeno ocurre a través de dos
mecanismos de transferencia electrónica del átomo de hierro al oxígeno: esfera interna y
esfera externa; es importante recalcar que el mecanismo de esfera externa es el más común
en procesos de sistemas biológicos. La presencia de compuestos de hierro-oxígeno en los
cuales el metal de transición se encuentra en altos estados de oxidación como intermediarios
de reacción (ferril-FeIV y ferrol-FeV) hacen que esta reactividad sea un gran reto para un
químico, debido a la dificultad que tiene el aislamiento y caracterización de dichas especies.
Paralelo a esta investigación sobre sistemas biológicos, una importante rama de la química
inorgánica se ha desarrollado, en esta, la síntesis de compuestos inorgánicos con
características estructurales similares a los sitios activos de las metaloproteínas son capaces
de imitar la reactividad de estas últimas, ayudando a comprender mucho mejor los procesos
biológicos.
En el presente trabajo se presentan los resultados del aislamiento y caracterización de
un intermediario ferrilo generado durante el ciclo catalítico de la enzima bi-funcional
catalasa-peroxidasa (CAT2) obtenida a partir del hongo Neurospora crassa. Cabe señalar
que nosotros trabajamos con una mutante de la CAT2 en la cual el aminoácido aspartato 120
que es crítico para la actividad de catalasa, fue modificado genéticamente. La caracterización
espectroscópica fue llevada a cabo usando UV-Vis y RPE, los resultados muestran que el
sitio activo de la proteína preserva el átomo de hierro con la misma estructura electrónica
cuando es comparada con la enzima en su forma nativa (HS-FeIII), sin embargo la zimografía
demostró que la actividad de catalasa se ve afectada severamente mientras que la de
peroxidasa está aún intacta. A través de una reacción con ácido peroxiacético fue posible
generar un intermediario ferrilo de manera artificial el cual fue caracterizado mediante
espectroscopias UV-Vis y RPE demostrando la presencia de FeIV y un radical libre en un
compuesto que es asignado a especies conocidas como Compuesto I (FeIV=O Por+).
Por otro lado en un esfuerzo de intentar entender el mecanismo de reacción de esta
enzima bi-funcional y otras en las cuales el mecanismo de reacción envuelve la formación
21

de intermediarios ferrilos, en la segunda parte de este trabajo los resultados de la síntesis y la
caracterización de un compuesto bio-mimético son presentados. Una de las más importantes
contribuciones de esta parte, es la propuesta del uso de la clorofila como una fuente natural
para obtener el ligante porfirínico para nuestro compuesto, así, la extracción de la clorofila
a partir de la espinaca fue hecha y el átomo de magnesio fue extraído para generar el ligante
feofitina. El proceso entero de extracción fue llevado a cabo usando técnicas cromatográficas,
demostrando la composición química de los extractos en cada paso por espectroscopia
electrónica. Un complejo feofitina-hierro (II) fue sintetizado y caracterizado por medio de
las espectroscopias de UV-Vis y RPE, evidenciando la presencia del anillo porfirínico de la
feofitina y el hierro (II) de bajo spin. La evaluación de la reactividad del compuesto frente a
ácido peroxiacético fue hecha mediante un estudio cinético y espectroscopía RPE,
demostrando que el PAA efectivamente reaccionaba frente al átomo de hierro causando la
oxidación posterior de FeII a FeIII. Desafortunadamente, no fue posible aislar un compuesto
de hierro en altos estados de oxidación en este sistema inorgánico, sin embargo, el hecho de
haber logrado demostrar que el compuesto es capaz de mostrar reactividad frente al ácido
peroxi-acético es la base de la construcción de un sistema bio-mimético en el futuro cercano.

Palabras clave
Oxo-hierro; Biomimético; catalasa-peroxidasa; Compuesto I; feofitina; RPE; UV-Vis
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INTRODUCTION AND JUSTIFICATION

1. Introduction-Justification
1.1

General considerations about Fe
Iron is a transition metal, very abundant in the principal reservoirs on the Earth and is

one of the most essential elements used by living organisms. According to the
nucleosynthesis process, this metal is formed inside of stars followed by fusion reactions at
high pressures and temperatures; most stable isotopes of iron are 54Fe, 56Fe, 57Fe, and 58Fe. 1
Molecular weight of iron is: 55.845 a.m.u2; according to its atomic number: 26, it is located
in the group 8, period 4 of the Periodic Table. Electron configuration: [Ar] 3d64s2 makes Fe0
a d8-species. In Pauling´s scale the iron electronegativity is 1,83; it has a melting point 1811
K and a boiling point of 3134 K. The effective ionic radii (Å) are according to spin state Fe2+
(ferrous state) LS 0.61 and 0.78 for HS; in the case of Fe3+ (ferric state) the effective radii
are 0.55 LS and 0,645 HS.3
Interesting ductile and magnetic properties for iron compounds have been observed
and exploited in technology as well as in food industry and environmental care. For instance,
supplementary milky products are being constantly evaluated in Iron (Fe2+ & Fe3+) salts type
and concentration in dairy alimentation to improve the human´s health. 4 On the other hand
the sanity of ecosystem also is a problematic fact, however an effective solution is for
example the utilization of Fe0 wool and a pH-dependent chemical process in the elimination
of pollutant in water reservoirs that specifically are caused by solids with low solubility
prevenient of TNT´s detonation used in the construction area.5 In agreement with the
previous uses mentioned before, one of the most important is the assembly of alloys based
on Fe2+ to generate smart materials in metallurgical industry (with Sb or arsenic).6 Special
attention on the dioxygen activation by iron inorganic complexes and by very sophisticated
biological systems have been taken by a lot of scientist due to the importance of such
processes in several metabolic routes and in diverse applications.7 As an introduction to this
chemistry, we will revise general properties and reactivity of dioxygen.
1.2

Dioxygen properties and reactivity.
Undoubtedly, before starting to talk about the chemistry of dioxygen, we must

remember the importance that dioxygen has for the existence of life on earth, we know that

1
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air is indispensable for human life due to the participation of O2 as electron acceptor in the
respiratory chain.
Molecular orbital theory allows explain the double bond generated between two
oxygen atoms in the dioxygen molecule, those covalent bonds can be described using the
corresponding Molecular Orbital diagram: σ MO is obtained overlapping of two atomic 2p
orbitals of each oxygen atom whereas π-MO is obtained overlapping of two atomic orbitals
2p with two pairs of electrons. The ground state of dioxygen is a triplet (3

g)

in which the

LUMO orbital is composed by σ 2p* and in the HOMO, π2p* -degenerated orbitals have two
unpaired electrons that concerns the magnetic properties of O2. Interestingly, there are two
excited states with singlet multiplicity, 1

+
1
g and

g,

both cases are considered excited states

due to their higher energy in comparison with the triplet state (Figure 1). Singlet forms of O2
plays an important role in photochemical reactions in biological process and blanching power
in the textile industry.8

Fig. 1 Molecular Orbital Diagrams of ground state (triplet) and excited states (singlet) of O 2. Taken from
Huheey.9

An important chemical characteristic of dioxygen is its ability to be reduced by pairs
of electrons. Although less frequently, there are also cases in which O2 is involved in mono-

2
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electronic transfers that are of greater energy cost than transfers of electron pairs. The
energetic differences between mono and bi-electronic transfer processes are revealed when
the redox potentials of the different oxygen-derived species are examined. If we observe the
redox potential of the O2/O2- pair, it has a value of -0.05 V at pH = 0, whereas, the reduction
of dioxygen to peroxide has a value of +0.695 V, which indicates that the bi-electronic
transfer process is thermodynamically more favorable. (Fig. 2)

Fig. 2 General Latimer diagram for O2 redox potentials at different values of pH. Taken from Atkins. 10 and
Saucedo.7

In living systems as well as in chemical systems, different chemical species derived from
molecular oxygen have been found; this group of species is known as Reactive Oxygen
Species (ROS). Such group of ROS includes the species derived from the reduction of
molecular oxygen as the superoxide/hydroperoxide radicals (O2•-/HO2•), hydrogen peroxide
(H2O2) and the hydroxyl radical (OH•). Species coming from the reaction of radicals centered
3
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on carbon with molecular oxygen: peroxyl radicals (RO2•), alkoxyl radicals (RO•) and
organic hydroperoxides (ROOH); and other oxidants that can result in the formation of free
radicals, such as hypochlorous acid (HOCl), peroxynitrite (ONOO-) and the aforementioned
singlet oxygen (O2 1Δg). Some authors include in this classification ozone (O3), nitric oxide
(•NO) and nitrogen dioxide (•NO2) because these chemical species are sources of exogenous
radicals and even nitrogen oxides can produce endogenous radicals.7
1.2.1 Reactive oxygen species (ROS) and their importance in catalytic cycles of enzymes.
There are chemical and biochemical reactions in which the production of ROS are
relevant due to their high reactivity and damage in biological molecules such DNA, proteins,
so on. However, enzymatic catalytic cycles in nature generates those byproducts as defense
mechanism to the pathogen organism. Electronic Paramagnetic Resonance (EPR)
spectroscopy is of great importance for the characterization of those paramagnetic species.
In Fig. 3, ROS produced during reduction process of dioxygen molecule are explained in
detail:

Fig. 3 Electron reduction of 3O2 and ROS generation step by step. Taken from Apel and Hirt. 11

1.3

High-valent Oxo iron compounds (FeIV=O; FeV=O)
Nature chose transition metals in order to do the hard work of redox chemistry, from

these transition metals, iron plays important role in several biological processes. As we show
before, the most stable oxidation states of iron are Fe2+ (d6-species) and Fe+3 (d5-species), we
can found this oxidation states as part of the catalytic cycle of some metalloenzymes and in
most of the “beaker” reactions in laboratory, however, higher oxidation states have been
observed in several processes. In high valent-iron compounds, iron presents an oxidation
state greater than 3 and shows a number a coordination number ≤ 6. Cristal Field Theory
(Fig. 4) and Ligand Field Theory could explain octahedral field splitting of d-orbitals. In the
first case, electrostatic interaction between positive charge of metallic cation and negative
4
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from ligand, in which d-orbitals from transition metal break the degeneracy and occurs the
splitting. In the case of octahedral field, there are two groups of orbitals, t2g that is lower in
energy than eg orbital group.
A

B

C

Fig. 4 Octahedral field splitting for a metal of transition series in PT. A: General splitting, B: Highspin Fe3+octahedral splitting with S=5/2, C: Low spin Fe3+octahedral splitting with S=1/2.Taken from
Kenkel.12

On the other hand, LFT can be describe as a combination of MOT and CFT because
conserve the electrostatic principles and includes organization of orbitals and interaction
between metallic atom and ligand9. That interaction among π – orbital from ligand and dorbitals generates a variation in ΔO following the spectrochemical series of chemistry10 and
biochemistry (A. Thomson). Such crystal field splitting could generate LS or HS complexes
(Fig. 5).

5
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Fig. 5 Ligand Field diagram of [FeL6]3+. Taken from Huheey.9

Dioxygen molecule could be an excellent ligand due to the presence of two electron pairs in
sp3 hybrid orbitals. Coordination of dioxygen to iron as well as the redox properties of both
species, makes a very interesting reactivity in the activation of dioxygen by iron and will be
material of discussion in next chapter.

1.3.1 O2 activation by iron
One of the most studied process in which high-valent iron compounds are present is
in dioxygen activation in aerobic environments in nature. Atmospheric O2 presents a
thermodynamic prohibition in the first step of one electron reduction (E0 = -330 mV), such
prohibition can be sorted by two mechanisms: generation of excited singlet dioxygen and the
coordination of O2 to copper or iron. In the second case, two mechanisms for O2 activation
are possible: Inner Sphere electron transfer (IS) and Outer Sphere electron transfer (OS). 13
Outstanding efforts to determine the type of mechanism for the electron transfer from iron to
oxygen in iron metalloenzymes have been performed for many years. However the mostly
6
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of cases, the intermediates of the biological reactions are very labile and in consequence is
difficult obtaining the evidence of that. In order to facilitate the understanding of such
biological processes, biomimetic inorganic compounds could be synthetized and used as
structural, spectroscopic or functional models.
Since inner sphere electron transfer is most common mechanism to activate dioxygen by iron,
and due to this issue is the main topic of this thesis, my efforts will be centered on the
discussion of this type of mechanism. Then, in the next sections, relevant examples of
dioxygen activation in biological and synthetic compounds via inner sphere mechanisms are
presented.
1.3.2 High-valent Oxo iron compounds in biological systems
A structural characteristic that allows classify the mechanism of the electron transfer in
metalloproteins that activates O2 is the heme moiety, thus, in the literature is very common
the classification in heme and non-heme groups.14
1.3.2.1 Non-heme active sites in metalloenzymes
In the case of non-heme metalloproteins, we found versatility in the coordination
environment on the iron center, a good example of such versatility is the case of the pentacoordinated non-heme metallic center in the protocatechuate 3,4-dioxygenase enzyme of
Pseudomonas aeruginosa. This enzyme was crystallized and the 3D structure reveals a
trigonal bipyramidal geometry for iron center. Four of the ligands corresponds to amino acids
and in an equatorial position, a hydroxide was confirmed using EXAFS technique.15
Sophisticated

reaction

dihydroxybenzoate) to

mechanism

for

the

cleavage

of

protocatechuate

(3,4-

-carboxy-cis,cis-muconic acid was found, spectroscopic results in

combination with X-Ray diffraction and the mentioned EXAFS results demonstrate that
dioxygen attacks firstly the organic coordinated substrate instead the iron center, this is the
reason why iron(III) is conserved during the catalytic cycle. Once the intermediate Fe-O-OC is formed, cleavage of dioxygen molecule is easiest and oxygen transfer to form the diacid
occurs (Fig. 6).
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Fig. 6. Reaction mechanism for the protocatechuate cleavage in protocatechuate 3,4-dioxygenase enzyme.
Taken from Costas15 and Denisov.16

1.3.2.2 Heme active sites in metalloenzymes
Extensive studies around Cytochrome P450 (CytP450) reaction mechanism and the
use of several spectroscopies, reveals high-valent oxo iron compounds as key intermediates
of the reaction. Another oxo-iron species as Fe3+-OO- (ferric superoxide) with a characteristic
Raman signal centered in 1140 cm-1 was identified. Cytochrome P450 (with shoret in

max

= 450 nm) has been object of extensive studies and is considered a model of O2 activation by
heme enzymes. Generation of Cyt-P450 mutants as well as catalytic activity evaluation
followed by long-wave length X-rays experiments allows the capture16 of some oxo-iron
intermediates. One of these is the so-called Compound I in which a ferryl oxo-iron moiety
coupled to a cationic porphyrin Fe+4=O+●, which plays a critical role in heme dioxygen
activation as intermediate in the catalytic cycle of several enzymatic reactions and not only
on Cyt-P450. One-year later, another intermediate was isolated from reaction of H2O2 with
cyt-P450 from the thermophile Sulfolobus solfactaricus. Such intermediate contains Fe+4=O
in a neutral molecule named Compound II (Fig.7). The characterization of such intermediates
have been made by using EPR, Raman and UV-Vis.17
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Fig. 7. Catalytic cycle of enzymatic reaction in Cytchrome P450. Taken from Groves. 18

Binuclear cofactors present in metalloenzymes such as soluble methane monoxygenase
(sMMO) and non-heme ferritin have make possible the identification of a peroxodiiron,
known as R2 intermediate, which during activation of O2 reveled in Mossbauer spectroscopy
experiment parameter that correspond to those suggested species (

= 0.55–0.68 mm s-1).

During the catalysis a dioxygen molecule is activated given a radical peroxo in which two
iron atoms are oxidized to 3+, then this radical (R2) make a second oxidation of a tryptophan
residue (W48) related to redox process of deoxyribonucleotides and form the intermediate X
which present one atom of Fe3+ and other Fe4+ in the binuclear cofactor.19
Study about limiting-step in the reaction mechanism of hydrophobic proteins such as
lipoxygenase has allowed revel high-valent FeIV=O intermediates though outer sphere
mechanism, the electronic transference from its hydrophobic pocket where are amino acids
residues has been studied using variants of wild type protein. Those experiments were
analyzed using Xray crystalline structure and Solvent deuterium kinetic technique gave more
evidence that put high valent oxo-iron intermediate in limiting-step of reaction. This is a
human enzyme that transforms fatty acids into leukotrienes which are the latest advance in
curative medicine of respiratory diseases and makes its reaction mechanism of great
interest.20
As we saw before, intermediates of the enzymatic reactions are too difficult and hence,
the reaction mechanisms are a really hard work to do for the chemists and biologist, thus in
an effort to help the elucidation of such mechanisms, inorganic models with different levels
9
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of mimicry have been developed. In the next section, some examples of such biomimetic
compounds are described.
1.3.3 High-valent Oxo iron compounds in inorganic systems
An interesting example of inorganic oxo-iron complex was found in the attempt to
synthetize a biomimetic of Photosystem I, in which a ferrous inorganic compound
[((N4Py)FeII(NCMe)]2+ reacts with CeIV(NH4)2(NO3)6 which is used often as oxidant in
artificial oxidation of water in outer sphere electron transfer mechanism. In the case of this
work, surprisingly, an inner sphere product is obtained, FeIV–O–CeIV in a irreversible
reaction. The characterization of such intermediate was made using Raman spectroscopy in
which the shifting (822 cm-1) νFe = O vibration is remarkable. (Fig.8).15

Fig. 8 Intermediate isolated that mimic an inner sphere high valent oxo iron compound from reaction
mechanism of biological Photosystem I.[(mcp)Fe IV(O) (μ-O)CeIV(NO3)3]+. Taken from Draksharapu. 21

Classic examples of synthetic oxoiron complexes are TMC-iron compounds (TMC
=1,4,8,11-tetramethyl-1,4,8,11-tetraazacyclotetradecane), eg. [FeIV(O)(TMC)(CH3CN)]2+
where inspired in non-heme iron intermediate presents thermal stability, high yielding and a
pale green color, in fact, this type of synthetic oxoiron complexes were the first to be isolated
an characterized unambiguously (Fig. 9). 22,23
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Fig. 9. Crystal structure of [FeIV(O)(TMC)(CH3CN)]2+ .Taken from Rohde.

23

An excellent example of a functional inorganic model of heme-like dioxygen
activation is the case reported by Bhakta and coworkers .24 In this work, the synthesis of an
iron porphyrin compound with a modification in the aromatic ring allows establish a second
coordination sphere interaction that can stabilize intermediates like Compound I.

Fig. 10. Functional peroxidase like biomimetic iron-porphyrin compound. Taken from
Bhakta. 24

In the case of peroxidase enzymes, the reaction mechanisms consist in the formation of ferryl
intermediate (Compound I) by the redox reaction of O2 and FeIII
heme mediated by the acidbase catalysis of distal amino acids like Arg and His. Once the Compound I is formed and
stabilized by the same Arg through hydrogen bond interactions. Thus, in this work the
complex o-Monoguanidinotetraphenyliron(III)-porphyrin(FeIIICl-MARG) contains the
guanidine like substituent works as stabilizing of the artificial ferryl intermediate.
Surprisingly, the peroxidase like activity using different reductant agents were performed,
and the kinetic results shows a comparative results with the enzymatic ones (Fig. 11).
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Fig. 11 Mikaelis-Menten kinetic results of Fe-MARG compound compared with horseradish
peroxidase. Taken from Bhakta.24

1.3.4 Special case of study. Catalase-Peroxidase of Neurospora crassa.
The enzymatic model that works as inspiration for the present document is the
bifunctional catalase-peroxidase (CAT2) enzyme, isolated from the fungus Neurospora
crassa. This cytosolic protein is a homodimer of 170 kDa (monomer 83.4 kDa) whose
aminoacidic sequence is conserved in comparison to others catalase-peroxidase enzymes
founded in bacteria and fungus. CAT2 active site is composed by a heme type b group which
has a pentacordined structure in which Fe3+ is bounded to an axial histidine, close to the heme
b, a prosthetic organic cofactor given by the aminoacidic triad or covalent adduct M-Y-W is
located.25 Such enzymatic engineering is founded in all the catalase-peroxidases26 no matter
the source of the protein (Fig. 12). The access to heme group by part of substrate is mediated
by two amino acids: Asp120 and Arg 426 that are in the end of the entrance channel and
gives the selectivity to the CAT2 respect to reactant size during the catalytic activity.
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Fig.12. Active site in catalase-peroxidase enzymes. Taken from Njuma. 26

Eventually, the bifunctional catalytic activity of CAT2 can be described as reduction
of H2O2 to produce O2 and 2H2O in the presence (peroxidatic) of an external reductant or in
the absence (catalase) of such reductant. In the case of catalase activity, in which two
molecules of substrate are present as electron donors and promotes the dismutation of H2O2.
The reaction mechanism for catalase and peroxidase activity is the same in the first tree steps,
when the cofactor enters in contact with H2O2 molecule a covalent bond is formed between
Fe3+ and O-OH. Thus, oxidation of Fe3+ to Fe4+ followed by realizing a water molecule is
achieved. Then, two electrons are oxidized one from the iron of heme and other from any
amino acidic residue given as a result the well-known cationic radical Compound I {FeIV=O
por+} which subsequently evolves to Compound I* in which the free electron centered in
the cationic porphyrin, is transferred to adequate amino acids located in the peripheral of the
active site. This reaction intermediate has been allowing the study of electronic and
spectroscopic characteristic of some metalloproteins which goes through formation of high
valent oxo-iron compounds27 in its catalytic cycle (Fig. 13).
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Fig. 13. EPR spectrum of the ferryl intermediate Compound I* in CAT2 catalytic cycle. Taken from Vega. 27

As we saw before, labile intermediates makes the work very hard for the dioxygen
activation and the use of several spectroscopic techniques to elucidate the reaction
mechanisms. In the next section, short review on EPR is presented.
1.3.5 Electronic paramagnetic spectroscopy (EPR)
Due to the importance of Electronic Paramagnetic Resonance spectroscopy to
characterize paramagnetic species founded as labile intermediates and in resting states or
reactants in different mechanisms of activation of dioxygen by iron, a little description will
be presented below.
EPR is a spectroscopic technique in which the absorbance of microwaves by an
organic, inorganic, biological or synthetic molecule with unpaired electrons and odd spin
value can be detected. During the experiment in EPR, we perform a magnetic field sweep
and in the resonance condition (Eq. 1), an excitation that changes the spin state of free
electron occurs (Fig. 14).
When magnetic field is applied a splitting of two states of energy are generated, one
1

1

on the direction of the magnetic field ms = +2 , and other against with ms = -2. The transition
of spin state energies is measured by Eq. 1.
ΔE =g H

(Equation 1)
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Where: 𝑔: is the giromagnetic constant for one electron (2, 0023192778 ≈ 2.00); 𝛽: is the
electron Bohr magneton (BM) and H is the external field applied.12

H
Fig. 14. Splitting of energetic levels in Electronic Paramagnetic Resonance. Taken from Drago 12 and
Solano.28

The more common frequency used in EPR are 9.5 GHz (X-band) and 35 GHz (Qband), 3400 gauss and 12 500 gauss respectively. Normally, tubes depend of sample type; it
must be quartz of tubular or planar shape; eventually, solvent used is selected according to
dielectric constant for avoiding the microwaves absorbance that creates noise in signals.12
Sample (10-3M – 10-4M approximately in concentration) is frozen at low temperatures
(around T = 10 K) using N2 and He in liquid state. Spectrum is recorded with its respective
second derivative in order to reduce errors in g-value determination. One unpaired electron
can produce three kind of symmetry in spectrum: spherical, axial and rhombic which will be
unique for that sample.
Biological and synthetic samples are part of the extensively studied compounds by
EPR, among this, organic radicals, enzymatic metallic cofactors with unpaired electrons,
coordination compounds that mimic heme and non-heme active sites have been studied.29
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This EPR device is able to be adaptable to sample in any aggregation state, for
example, a research on tridentate and monoprotic Schiff bases used to be coordinated to Iron
atom has confirmed the inactivity of Fe2+ species. However, X-band EPR experiment using
a crystalline sample at 70 K has elucidated the remarkable axial signal with g = 2.14 and g =
1.94 for metallic center Fe3+ Low Spin (LS). Experiment at 170 K was repeated, an LS-HS
intermediated state was assigned which signals are g = 4.64 for Fe3+ HS and Fe3+ LS a value
of g = 2.06.30 Additionally, another study at room temperature has revealed a broad peak
characteristic of Fe3+ of High Spin (HS) with S= 5/2 a value of g = 5. 25 at room temperature
and axial symmetry that define ferric LS at g = 2.20 and 1.96.31
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2. Problem Statement
As we saw in the introduction, high-valent oxo-iron intermediates generated by inner
sphere electron transfer mechanisms are present in most of the reaction in which dioxygen
activation is involved. Both biological (enzymatic) and inorganic (biomimetic) systems are
difficult to study and not all the mechanistic details are revealed so far. In an effort to
contribute with results to clarify those reaction mechanisms, the present work will show the
study of the reaction mechanism of D120A variant of CAT2 from Neurospora crassa and
the synthesis, characterization and reactivity of an inorganic synthetic biomimetic based on
a porphyrin derived of chlorophyll with an iron center.
3. Objectives
General Objective
The main goal of this work is the isolation of high-valent oxo-iron (FeIV=O)
intermediates presents in the reaction mechanism of dioxygen activation by a biologic system
(CAT2_D120A) and the synthesis of an inorganic model of iron with a chlorophyll-derived
ligand to mimic the biologic system through oxo-iron intermediates.
Specific Objectives
- Construction of the CAT2_D120A variant as well as the purification of such enzyme.
- Characterization of CAT2_D120A resting state with UV-Vis and EPR spectroscopies
and evaluation of the effect of the mutation on the catalase or peroxidase function.
- Generate Ferryl (FeIV=O) intermediates artificially by a reaction of the enzyme with
PAA and perform the characterization of such intermediates.
- Isolation of a chlorophyll derivative from a natural source and perform the synthesis
of an iron complex with such ligand in order to generate a heme-like synthetic compound.
- To evaluate the reactivity of the synthetic model against dioxygen or some reactive
oxygen species to establish a mechanistic correlation with the biological system
(CAT2_D120A).
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4. Materials and Methodology
4.1 Reactants and equipment
Reactants

Biological System CAT2_D120A
NaH2PO4 (99%.Sigma-Aldrich).
NaCl (99.5 %.Sigma-Aldrich).
Imidazole (99%. pH=10.Sigma-Aldrich)
Hemin (from bovine 90%.Sigma-Aldrich)
IPTG (Invitrogen TM)
Nucleasas (Invitrogen TM)
Ni-NTA resin (QIAGEN).
β-mercaptoethanol (Thermo Scientific TM)
Commasie Brilliant Blue (Sigma-Aldrich).
Polyacrylamide (Sigma-Aldrich)
SDS (98.5%. Sigma-aldrich)
K3[Fe(CN)6] (99% Sigma-Aldrich)
FeCl3 (98%. Sigma-Aldrich)
o-dianisidine (95%. Sigma-Aldrich)
Sodium dithionite (Merck KGaA)
KCN (96%. Sigma-Aldrich)

Inorganic System- Fe-pheo
Commercial spinach
Silica gel 60
Na2CO3 (99%. Sigma-Aldrich)
Acetone (99.7 %. J.T Baker)
Petroleum ether (distilled recovery)
Hexane (98%. Fisher scientific)
Ethanol
FeCl2 *4H2O (98%. ReagentPlus)
CoCl2 (98% Sigma-Aldrich)
Whatman PTFE membrane filters. 1.0um,
25 mm, 50/pk (Sigma-Aldrich)

Equipment of laboratory
 Agilent 8452 diode array UV-Vis spectrophotometer.
 UV-Vis spectrophotometer Nanodrop 2000c
 Specord S600 Analitik Jena diode array spectrophotometer
 EPR: ELEXSYS E500 spectrometer equipped with a standard Bruker
ER4123SHQE X-band cavity resonator at a frequency of ≈ 9.40 GHz.
4.2 High valent oxo-iron species in CAT2_120A enzyme
4.2.1 Expression of CAT2_D120A mutant
Molecular biology engineering developed previously for the heterologous expression
of wild type catalase-peroxidase of Neurospora crassa25,32 was used for D120A mutant
expression. Escherichia coli bacteria was used to express the catalase-peroxidase gen, the
strain M15/pREP4 (kanamycin resistant) transformed with pD120A plasmid (ampicillin
resistant) was pre-cultured during 16 hours overnight in 100mL of LB medium with
ampicillin (100ug/mL), at 37°C and 200rpm. The pre-culture was transferred to 1L of LBampicillin at 37°C, 200rpm for 1 hour until optical density O.D600 = 0.5, then the media was
18
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induced with IPTG (1mM) and 3mL of hemin (60mM, pH: 9.3) and incubated for 6 hours
(sterile conditions). After that, the bacterial cells were collected by centrifugation at 4500rpm
(JA10 BECKMAN Rotor) and 4°C. The pellet was re-suspended in 20mL of lysis buffer
(50mM NaH2PO4, 300mM NaCl, 10mM imidazole, pH: 8.0). Disruption of cellular
membrane was made using lysozyme stock solution (100mg/mL), adding aliquots of 30 mL
to re-suspended cells in sterile falcon tubes (lysozyme was added 10uL per 1mL of suspended
cells) at 4°C in ice-bath. Then lysed cells was treated using liquid nitrogen of each falcon
tube and treated with a heat-shock of 42°C hot-bath three times. After, 5ul of DNAsa I
(10mg/mL) and 5 L of RNAasa A per milliliter of cells were added during 1 hour 30mins
at 37°C until viscosity was not appreciable. Finally, protein fraction was recovered using
centrifugation at 9000rpm for 15min at 4°C, then the supernatant was transferred to new
falcon tubes and protease inhibitors Sigma Aldrich (10mM) 1mLprotease/mLprotein and 1uL of
phenylmethanesulfonyl fluoride PMSF were added.
4.2.2 Purification of CAT2_D120A mutant
The isolated protein was incubated with 5-7 mL of Ni-NTA (QIAGEN) resin for 12 hours at
4°C in constant stirring. Column of 15cm large and 1,5cm of diameter was loaded with the
Ni-NTA resin and protein. Packed resin was washed with 25mL of lysis buffer, 100mL of
wash buffer (50mM Na2PO4, 300mM NaCl, 20mM Imidazole, pH:8) and 40mL of elution
buffer (50mM Na2PO4, 300mM NaCl, 250mM Imidazole, pH:8.0). The elution buffer of the
protein was followed by the characteristic red color taken from their oxidized-heme b. Protein
fractions were collected in a tube and concentrated using an Amicon 30KDa (Milipore) using
phosphate buffer (Na/K 50mM, pH:7.8). 25
4.2.3 Characterization of CAT2_D120A.
4.2.3.1 Electrophoresis
Sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) method was
used for protein separation as follows: Mini-PROTEAN Cell equipment at 75 V for 15 min,
followed by 200V for 50 min which was carried out using 8% polyacrylamide gel and
running buffer (3.3 g of trizma base, 14,4g of glycine, 1L of distilled water and 1g of SDS,
pH: 8.3). 30

g of each protein were loaded using β-mercaptoetanol previously boiled at

100°C during 15-20min, then the gel was stained with Commasie Brilliant Blue (SigmaAldrich).
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Native PAGE was made with the same equipment, but using a running buffer without
SDS. The native buffer (Thermo Fisher Scientific) was added 1 L for every 5mL of protein.
Zymography in native PAGE was used to evaluate the catalase and peroxidase activity;
catalase zymogram was carried out using methanol (5%) during 5 mins, then washing twice
the gel with distilled water and incubating with hydrogen peroxide (10mM) during 5 mins.
Gel washing was repeated with distilled water and then, an oxidation reaction was performed
using 30mL K3[Fe(CN)6] (2%) followed by FeCl3 (2%) in order to revel the catalase
activity.33 Peroxidase activity was fixed incubating the gel in 30mL of sodium acetate buffer
(50mM, pH: 6) with o-dianisidine (0,5 mM) as external reductant and hydrogen peroxide
(0,1mM) until yellow bands appeared. 34 Both activity gels were scanned and stored in special
waste of polyacrylamide.
4.2.3.2 Electronic spectroscopy of D120A resting state
The Reinheitszahl value was determined using UV-Vis absorbance spectra of
CAT2_D120A in phosphates buffer (50mM, pH=7.8, T=25°C, blank: phosphates buffer),
Asoret/A280 ratio was determined using a NanoDrop 2000c (Thermo Scientific) UV-Vis
spectrophotometer with a quartz cuvette (1 cm optical path).
The redox potential of the mutant was determined by the procedure reported by
Dutton.35 UV-vis spectra was determined with an Agilent 8453 diode array
spectrophotometer, a special homemade quartz cuvette for spectro-electrochemical
experiments equipped with two arms for in/out of N2(g) continuous flux and a body to couple
a redox electrode. The redox potential was measured using a platinum electrode with
Ag/AgCl as reference electrode. Previous to the spectro-electrochemical experiment, a
calibration of the electrode was made using 5mL of a saturated solution of quinhydrone (Em
= +280.3 mV/NHE). After ensuring the experiment conditions, the blank used was
phosphates buffer (pH=7.8), the samples (10-4M) in phosphates buffer, pH: 7.8 was poured
in cuvette, it was bubbled with N2 during 30 minutes. The enzyme sample was enriched with
several quinones (20uL of each one) as redox mediators. Final concentration of every
quinone added was 50mM in DMSO. For this experiment, quinones used were: duroquinone
(Em =+50 mV); menadione (Em = 0mV); phenazine methosulfate PMS (Em = +80 mV);
Phenazine ethosulfate (Em = +55 mV); 2-hydroxi-1,4-naftoquinone ( Em = -145mV). Redox
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titration of D120A was performed under argon atmosphere adding aliquots of 20-30 L of
sodium dithionite and recording the redox potential changes each 10-15 mV.
4.2.3.3 Determination of the Spin State of iron in CAT2_D120A
Spin state determination of Fe3+ in heme cofactor was performed using the resting
state of D120A, 200uL of the enzyme (10-4M), pH=7.8 phosphates buffer at T=22.5° in a
quartz cuvette, 10 L of KCN (10-1 M) solution36 were added and spectrum was recorded
after 60 min using NanoDrop 2000c.
4.2.3.4 Electronic spectra of Compound I
Oxo-ferryl intermediate formation was performed with the addition of 4uL of
peracetic acid (PAA 0,1M final concentration) in 200L of the enzyme following
experimental process in literature.37 Electronic spectra of the reaction products were
determined using NanoDrop 2000c at 4°C (peltier controlled), an acetone cold bath was used
to cold the reactants before the measurements.
4.2.3.5 EPR of CAT2_6H. Resting state and labile intermediates
Aqueous solutions of CAT-2 in concentration of 10 mM in 0.01 M phosphate buffer (pH =
7.0) were used, 150 uL of the mixture were placing in an EPR quartz tube of 5 mm of outer
diameter, the tubes with samples were immersed directly in liquid nitrogen for storage. For
the EPR measurements ELEXSYS E500 spectrometer equipped with a standard Bruker
ER4123SHQE X-band cavity resonator at a frequency of ≈ 9.40 GHz was used. The next
spectrometer parameters were used as standard: microwave power, 2.0 mW; modulation
amplitude: 0.1 mT; modulation frequency: 100 kHz. For the low temperature experiments a
Bruker ER4131VT cryostat for 100-180 K and a liquid helium cryostat ESR 900 (Oxford
Instruments) for 10 K were used. 27
4.3 High valent oxo-Iron complex synthesis in bioinorganic system
4.3.1 Isolation of chlorophyll derivative ligand
The tetra pyrrole ring heme like present in the structure of chlorophylls and their
derivatives such as pheophytins and chlorophyllides has served as inspiration to synthetize
an inorganic model of heme metalloproteins. Thus, prime material was commercial spinach,
extraction was made pouring 10g of spinach, 1g of Na2CO3 and 50mL of acetone in a mortar
during 10min at room temperature. First filtrate at vacuum system using a Whaltman filter
paper N°1. The solid fraction (rest of plant) was pour again in mortar adding 25mL of acetone
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(three times it was repeated). Acetone phase was pour in a sep-funnel and 25mL of petroleum
ether (PE), it was gently mixed and finally 50mL of distilled water were added in order to
drain the chlorophylls and derivatives in petroleum phase. Finally, the organic phase was
stored at T= 20°C.38 Separation of chlorophylls derivatives from another pigments was made
using a purification column of silica gel 60 (solid phase) packed adding 50mL of acetone,
and an eluotropic series Hexane 6: Diethyl ether 3: Acetone 2. Fractions were collected in
labeled test tubes covered with aluminum foil respectively to avoid oxidation reaction.
Confirmation of presence of chlorophylls derivatives using UV-Vis spectrophotometer
following the soret-band and Q-band respectively, also thin layer chromatography for each
test tube were reveled using eluotropic series Hexane 6: Diethyl ether 3: Acetone 2, using a
UV-light chamber and iodine chamber. 39
4.3.2 Fe-pheo synthesis
Qualitative chemical reaction was carried out using Fe2+ and Co2+

ions and

chlorophyll derivative structure: pheophytin. In this sense, pheophytinization of 10mL
chlorophyll crude extract was carried out adding concentrated chloric acidic acid during 2
hours at 22 °C. Then the metal-pheophytin complexes were prepared by refluxing38 a three
temperatures: 25°C , 40C° and 60°C, using iron (II) chloride tetra hydrated (1,3x 10-3 M) and
cobalt(II) chloride hexahydrate (1,3 x 10-3 M) in their respective acidic solution. Ascorbic
acid (10mg) was added to avoid the action of oxygen in the structure. The reflux ended when
olive green color was observed in the case of Fe2+-pheo and turquoise color for Co2+-pheo.
4.3.3 UV-Vis spectrophotometry characterization of the FeII-pheo complex
Agilent 8452 diode array spectrophotometer was used to characterize the FeII-pheo
complex. In the case of the ligand, comparative analysis of free ligand against the complex
according to the shifting of soret-band and Q-band was made. Each spectrum was measured
using blank acetone: distilled water (9:1) at room temperature.
4.3.4 Reactivity of the inorganic FeII-pheophytin complex against PAA
In order to evaluate the ability of the FeII-pheo complex to activate dioxygen
derivatives, a reaction between the complex and peroxiacetic acid was performed. A followup of the reaction progress by measure disappearance of the absorption in 395 nm
characteristic of free ligand was made. This kinetic experiment was temperature controlled
(25 ºC) with a peltier and mixing complex (2x10-4 M) and PAA (2x10-4 M) in water. Changes
in the electronic spectra were measured every 0.1 sec during 5 sec.
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After the reaction was complete, EPR of the final product was taken at room
temperature as follows: aqueous solution of the final mixture in concentration of 0.1 M was
used, 150 uL of the mixture were placing in an EPR quartz tube of 5 mm. The spectrometer
described above was used in the next conditions: microwave frequency, 9.8 MHz (X-band);
microwave power, 2.02 mW; modulation amplitude: 0.1 mT; modulation frequency: 100
kHz.
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5

Experimental Results & Discussion
Mainly, the present section consist of two parts in which relevant results of the studies

about high-valent oxo-iron intermediates of biological and chemical systems are presented.
In the first part we describe the biological model CAT2 was chosen to be studied due to the
relevance of intermediates in the reaction mechanism during oxygen activation; obtaining of
CAT2 variant goes under expression procedure in an engineered E. coli host and its
respective purification, quantification and characterization. Eventually, in the second part the
synthesis of a heme-inspired biomimetic trough extraction, purification and isolation of tetrapyrrole ring of chlorophyll derivative.
5.1 CAT2_D120A variant as biological system of study
The biological model used to study biological high-valent oxo-iron intermediates is
a variant of CAT2_WT which is a homodimeric (170 kDa) bifunctional metalloenzyme
showing peroxidase and catalase activity. In the active site of CAT2_WT we can find a
complex engineering of cofactors in order to do the work of a catalase and peroxidase with
the same efficiency than mono-functional enzymes. Catalytic center of such machinery is
occupied by a Fe3+ heme-b as well as an organic cofactor composed of the amino acid triad
Methionine-Tyrosine-Tryptophan and a set of distal and proximal amino acids located
around the heme and essential for the catalysis (Fig.12). In distal positions, some amino acids
appear, but one of the most important is aspartate. Thus, this study consists in the construction
of the variant CAT2_D120A, in which aspartic acid number 120 in distal position is
substituted by an alanine amino acid in order to evaluate their influence in the generation of
oxo-iron intermediates, i. e., in the catalytic cycle of the enzyme.
5.1.1 Expression and inoculation of CAT2_D120A
CAT2_ D120A gene of N. crassa fungus was introduced in E. coli cells. Characteristic
colonies with a brilliant-amber color were obtained, after 16 hours those turned on opaque
amber color which indicated the growing of bacterial cells showing an optical density OD600
= 0.48. In fig. 15, physical characteristics of E. coli colonies with D120A plasmid and their
later inoculation in liquid ampicillin-LB medium is presented.
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B

A

Fig. 15. CAT2_D120A expressed into engineered E. coli cells.

5.1.2 Purification using Chromatography of Chemical Affinity
The strategy of purification is centered on the use of the 6-histidine tag to interact
with a Nickel resin by chemical interactions (Fig. 16A). Batch incubation of the protein in
Ni-NTA resin following by packing in the glass chromatography column was performed
(Fig. 16B). The opaque-amber first fraction (wash buffer) containing residual proteins was
set apart. Then, the second fraction was extracted by means of elution buffer which allowed
the reddish-brown CAT2_D120A protein be drained. The high resolution purification
process ended with a diafiltration in order to change the elution buffer (rich in Imidazole) to
phosphate buffer (Na+/K+) at pH= 7.8 and then the brown-color fraction containing the
metalloenzyme was storaged at 4°C.

A

B
A
CAT2_D120
6-histidine tag
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Fig. 16 A: Structure of Ni-NTA resin40 with two labile positions to interact with histidine tagged proteins
and B: CAT2_6H-D120A purification with Ni-NTA resin.

5.1.3 Quantification by Bradford method and determination of Reinheitszahl ratio
(Rz).
The Bradford Coomassie brilliant assay was accomplished by measurement of
absorbance at 595 nm and a BSA calibration curve (Fig. A1) were used to determine final
concentration of the protein after purification process for CAT2_WT and its variant
CAT2_D120A. The increment in absorbance (595 nm) when the protein was present in the
solution is the expected experimental result. Initially, free dye was reddish brown color, when
the dye interacts with the denaturing protein, it turned in blue color.32 The main advantage of
this method consist in researches can follow the absorption measured at 595 nm using a
spectrophotometer, which is related to the proportion of dye bounded to the exposed amino
acids of the protein of interest. Thus, concentrations of CAT2_WT and CAT2_D120A
variant are presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Concentration of D120A determined by Bradford method and Reinheitszahl ratio (Rz).

CAT2_H6
WT
D120A

Concentration
(mg/mL) 595 nm
22,03
15,12

RZ = Asoret/A280
0,54
0,58

Reinheitszahl ratio41, Rz, is calculated by the relation of absorbance between Soret
band (≈400 nm) and amino acid aromatic absorption (≈280 nm) and makes an estimate about
the amount of heme type-b incorporated after expression and purification. Rz value is
important to the biochemical activity since the activity of the protein depends directly on the
heme-b incorporated to the protein. Typical values of Rz for CAT2_WT have been reported
in the range of 0.56-0.5727, the obtained value for D120A variant is consistent with those
values, thus indicating that the mutation in aspartate-120 do not affects the biosynthesis of
heme incorporation.42 For a homodimeric proteins like CAT2_WT and D120A, Rz values
around 0,5 demonstrates the presence of only one heme-b per dimer.
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5.1.4 Size characterization by denaturing electrophoresis SDS PAGE
The assay using SDS polyacrylamide gel (8%) in the electrophoresis technique
allowed elucidates one predominant band at 84 kDa that corresponds to monomer and other
faint band around 177 kDa which is recognized to homodimer of CAT2_D120A
metalloenzyme (Fig 17).

1

MW

250
130
100

84 kDa Monomer CAT2_D120A

70

Fig. 17 SDS PAGE electrophoresis of CAT2_D120A revealed with comassie blue.

5.1.5 Zymography of peroxidase and catalase activity.
Native polyacrylamide gel (8%) with the protein loaded was subjected to electrophoretic
process with non-reduction and non-denaturing agents. Zymograms were evaluated to
determine peroxidase and catalase activity as described in methodology section. After the
incubation in sodium acetate buffer, o-dianisidine and H2O2 bubbles and two yellow bands
were observed in the peroxidase zymogram (Fig. 18A), confirming the presence of
peroxidatic function for both subunits in CAT2_D120A.
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1

1

A

2

B

Dimer 170 kDa

Catalase from E. coli

Monomer 84 kDa

Fig. 18 Zymograms of A) Band:1: peroxidase activity for CAT2_6H-D120A and B) Catalase activity for .
Bands:1: CAT2_6H D120A, 2: Echerichia coli catalase activity

On the other hand, catalase zymogram was performed loading 20g of the D120A
protein in line 1 and 20g of catalase from E. coli were loaded in the line 2 in the
polyacrylamide gel to make a comparison. Incubation of native gel in H2O2 solution during
5min followed by the oxidation reaction using K3[Fe(CN)6] (2%) and after FeCl3 (2%)
revealed that the absence of catalitic activity for the variant. A comparison for the catalase
activity between D120A and E. coli catalase reveals unambiguously the lack of catalytic
activity in the variant (Fig. 18B).
The engineering of the active site of catalase-peroxidase enzymes described in section 8.1,
indicate that distal amino acids like MYT organic cofactor and aspartate 120 plays critical
role on the catalase activity.26 Thus, punctual variation of Asp120 interrupt the reaction
mechanism of peroxide disproportionation via catalytic pathway as we expected.
5.1.6 UV-Vis spectroscopy characterization of CAT2_WT and CAT2_D120A variant
The electronic spectrum for the variant CAT2_D120A (3g/uL) was obtained using
phosphates buffer (Na+ / K+, 50mM. pH=7.8) as blank. The analysis at first instance is about
UV-Vis electronic spectra with respect to electronic transitions on the porphyrin core in
heme-b at the active site of the protein. Macrocyclic porphyrin (Fig. A2), is an 18  earomatic system, main absorption in its electronic spectra is around 400 nm with large values
of absorptivity molar coefficient and assigned to an intramolecular charge transfer ()
well known as Soret band. Position of Soret band is highly dependent on the substituents in
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porphyrin ring and the oxidation and in the cases of presence of a metal center, its spin states
make an important contribution. Extensive classification of porphyrin derivatives is made
based on the substituents on the ring. Specifically, heme groups contains an iron metal center
and different substituents on C3, C8 and C18 carbons and a conventional nomenclature is
well known in the literature. In the case of catalase-peroxidase enzymes, heme-b is founded
as the active site (Fig. A2). Depending on the heme type (a, b, c, o, etc.) additional peaks in
the range of 450– 700 nm ( and ) are expected.43
UV-vis spectrum of D120A variant presents a Soret band in 408 and two wide bands
extended from 510 to 680 nm. According with the literature, this spectroscopic characteristic
corresponds to oxidized FeIII-heme b group. Compared with CAT_WT Soret band at 406 nm,
those for the variant enzyme is almost unappreciable (Fig. 19B). Another spectroscopic
feature is the wavelength value for protein absorption which is close to the theoretical value
(280 nm) for the variant at 281 nm and for the wild type at 279 nm. This effect of Soret band
shifting has been previously seen in recombinant catalases-peroxidases of bacterial species44
and other CAT2 variants (W90A and R426A)32 from N. crassa fungus. Additionally, the
substitutions on the aminoacidic sequence of those manifest the loss of catalase function but
those keep the peroxidase activity which also was seen in the Zymography (Fig.18B) for our
CAT2_D120A.
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Fig. 19 UV-Vis spectra of A) CAT2_6H-WT and B) CAT2_6H-D120A with 3g/L of concentration.

5.1.7 Redox properties. Oxidation state of iron in CAT2_D120A
CAT2_D120A was isolated in oxidized form as we saw previously; a preference for
ferric state instead of ferrous state in native form is observed. In order to demonstrate
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unambiguously the oxidation state of iron in heme b, a chemical redox reduction with
disodium dithionite was performed.

Solved dithionite in water solution presents a

dissociation in two molecules: S2O42- and 2SO2- anionic radical, such anion has been
confirmed as the reducing agent of FeIII-heme in several proteins.45 The chemical reactions
are described below:

UV- Vis spectroscopy was used to follows the reduction of the CAT2_D120A, after
mixing protein with an excess of sodium dithionite, a displacement of the Soret band from
408 nm to 421 nm is observed (Fig. 20). Such Soret red-shift displacement is the evidence of
the reduction of iron in heme-b and is in agreement with previous reported works. For
example, ferric cytochrome c protein from E.coli (apo-CcmE´) evidenced a shifting from
413nm to 425 nm (Fig. A3)in the Soret band for the reduction reaction.46 The bathochromic
shifting in Soret band and formation of Q-bands (541nm and 576 nm) were proofs of the
ferrous pentacoordinated hemic catalytic center formed during the reduction of the Fe IIIoxyhemoglobin isolated from human red blood cells.47Additionally, CAT2_WT revealed a
red shift from 401nm to 437 nm in the Soret band and the formation of the two characteristic
peaks at 556 nm and 593 nm after reduction with dithionite.27
In our case, red-shifted displacement of Soret band is evident in Fig. 20, however, the
expected peaks located at Q-band region could not be displayed in comparison to the values
described for the CAT2_WT in Fig. A4 in the appendix due to the protein concentration was
lower.
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Fig. 20 Electronic spectra of the FeIII-heme b in CAT2_D120A 3g/L as isolated (—) and after reduction
with disodium dithionite (—).

5.1.8 Spin state determination of iron in CAT2_D120A.
UV-Vis spectroscopy. The previous results demonstrated that the variant presents a
ferric oxidation state in the heme b of CAT2_D120A in its resting state. Now, spin state
determination is essential to understand the electronic environment of iron in the active site.
Thus, D120A (10-4M) variant was incubated during 1 hour at 4 °C with 1000 fold excess of
KCN. A bathochromic shifting of 17 nm of the Soret was observed in the UV-vis spectrum
of the incubated mixture (Fig. 21). Such shift is explained based on the coordination of
cyanide molecule to the ferric center. As we now from the literature, CN- is a strong-field
ligand (Fig. A6) capable to modify electronic environment on iron. Soret band modification
when CN- is coordinated is an evidence that ferric-heme b is in a High Spin state in the protein
as isolated.
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Fig. 21 High spin Fe3+ - hemic enzyme in phosphate buffer, pH= 7.8, at T= 22 °C (
). Low- spin Fe3+
hemic complex formation after the incubation of 200L of the metalloprotein with KCN in phosphate buffer,
pH=7.8, at
T= 4°C (
).

Comparatively, the shift in the Soret band for the CAT2_WT27 from 401 nm to 418
nm in which cyanide ligand generated the same effect: the low spin FeIII-heme formation.
This is in agreement with our results for the variant. Another reports on the cyanide effect on
iron electronic environment in which Soret absorbance values were displaced to red-region
are those reported for KatG from Synechocystis PCC 6803 (406 nm to 422nm)44; WT- KatG
(405nm to 423nm) and recombinant KatG[S315T] (405nm to 420nm) from the pathogen
Mycobacterium

tuberculosis.36

Additionally,

intracellular

eukaryotic

KatG

from

Magnaphorte grisea phytopathogenic fungus (MagKatG1) exhibited a shift from 408nm to
421nm.48These previously published experimental evidence suggest that the resting state for
the CAT2_D120A is in a HS-Fe3+ state.
EPR spectroscopy. In order to complement the determination of iron spin state in
D120A, EPR experiments to assign such spin sate were performed. The effectiveness of EPR
technique to characterize biological and chemical paramagnetic substances in any
aggregation state provided an advantage over other techniques. In the literature is reported
that EPR of no entire spin sate species can be observed in X-band (≈ 9 GHz) as is the case of
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Fe3+.12Thus, an EPR experiment at low temperature (10 K) for CAT2_D120A was
performed. The EPR spectrum taken at X-band (9, 386876 GHz, Fig 20) displayed an axial
spectrum with characteristic signals around g = 6 and g = 2 values assigned to the hemic HSFe3+. These results are in agreement with those reported for b-type heme in high spin state in
metahemoglobin (Fig. A5 in the appendix).49 Additionally, a mixture of signals in g = 6
region is observed in our case documenting the presence of at least two HS-FeIII species
contributing to the signal.27,50 This mixture was observed and explained in terms of
contribution of a combination of a more axial with gx = 5.6895, gy = 5.1794 and gz = 2.001
and a more rhombic second component with gx = 6.6235, gy = 5.9000 and gz = 2.001. Finally,
peak with g = 4.2697 was attributed to the degraded heme out of axial and rhombic
symmetries. Fig. 22.
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Fig. 22 EPR spectrum of CAT2_D120A as isolated at 10K.

Both, UV-vis and EPR results presented in this section are in concordance and gives
evidence for the assignation of high spin state of iron in heme-b of D120A variant in resting
state.
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5.1.9 Study of intermediates of the catalytic reaction of CAT2_D120A
High valent oxo-iron compounds formed during the catalytic cycles of
metalloenzymes have been object to study in order to understand the important dioxygen
activation performed by nature. In the case of catalase-peroxidase enzymes, notable efforts
to elucidate the reaction mechanisms of hydrogen peroxide cleavage have been made before.
Specifically, in the case of CAT2 from Neurospora crassa, important advances on the
characterization of relevant intermediates have been reported. Thus, due to the importance of
the distal amino acids to the catalytic activity in catalase-peroxidases, extensive studies on
the effect of the punctual mutation on aspartate 120 over the generation of key intermediates
will be presented in this section.
First, in previous sections, we demonstrate that CAT2D120A loss the catalase
function, but it holds the peroxidase activity. In consequence, hydrogen peroxide continue
being its substrate, however, isolation of intermediates of the catalytic mechanism is hard
because they are labile. Peroxyacetic acid (PAA) was used to help in the intermediates
isolation.44
5.1.9.1 UV-Vis spectroscopy.
Formation of intermediates was performed by mixing the ferric enzyme as isolated
(10-4 M) with peroxyacetic acid, the reaction progress was followed by UV-Vis spectroscopy.
An interesting spectrum was obtained one minute after the beginning of the reaction in which
a set of absorbance were obtained: 579nm, 583 nm and 594 nm in the Q-band region (Fig.
21 red line). If we compare those spectroscopic features with those of the CAT2_WT, an
evident change is observed after the reaction with PAA. In the literature, similar changes for
the products of the reaction of PAA with other catalase-peroxidases are assigned to the
formation of an intermediate with a high valent oxo-iron in the presence of cationic porphyrin
radical. Such intermediate is well known as Compound I (FeIV=O Por+). For example,
appearance of bands in Q-region in the range 540–650 nm for the same experiment but
different catalases-peroxidases as KatG from Synechocystis PCC 6803 (640 nm & 643nm)44;
KatG from Mycobacterium tuberculosis (MytKatG) incubated with PAA showed new Qband values (550nm & 590nm)50; Bacterial b-type heme chlorite dismutase (Cld) reported
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new absorbance values (585nm & 650nm)51 and BpKatG mixed with 15-fold excess of PAA
displayed the formation of two bands at 1 second see Fig. A7 (545nm & 585nm).37
Making a comparison of our spectral changes after the reaction with PAA with the values
founded by the literature mentioned in the region 540-650 nm, allows us conclude that a
Compound I intermediate was formed.

D120A pure
D120A + PAA (70 sec)

564 nm
579 nm

583nm
Absorbance

594 nm

560

570

580

590

600

(nm)

Fig. 22 Uv-vis spectra of CAT2_D120A as was isolated (—) and after 70 sec of reaction with peroxyacetic
acid (—).

5.1.9.2 EPR spectroscopy.
Following the idea of the experiments presented in last section, a mixture of D120A
variant with PAA was made, some aliquots of the mixture was taken and frozen in liquid
nitrogen at different times. The sample taken 5 seconds after mixing presented a big change
in its EPR spectrum compared with those obtained for the resting state. Disappearance of g
= 6 documenting a change in the oxidation state of iron from FeIII to FeIV; and the appearance
of an intense signal in g = 2 region (Fig. 23), which accounts for the presence of a free radical
species, allow us assign this spectra to a free radical centered in porphyrin cationic ring of a
Compound I (FeIV=O Por+). This is in a concordance with the result obtained by UV-Vis
spectroscopy. Interestingly, no signal for paramagnetic FeIV is observed, this fact is explained
considering that this FeIV is a d4 HS species with an integer spin of S = 2 which is an EPR35
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silent species because the Kramer´s doublets (Fig.A7). So for integer spin systems magnetic
quantum number (ms) are more separated between their pairs (ms = ± ½; ms = ± 3/2 and ms
= ± 5/2) even at zero magnetic field and X-band radiation in EPR is not enough to generates
the splitting of energy levels and in consequence the signals are weak.12
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Fig. 23 EPR spectra of CAT2_D120A as isolated (—) and after 5 sec of reaction with peroxyacetic acid(—).

As in the case of the results for the high valent oxo-iron intermediates characterization,
these results are strong evidence of the presence of an inner sphere electron transfer
between iron and peroxide in the catalytic reaction cycle presented in Fig. 24 in blue.
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Fig. 24 Reaction mechanism of the bifunctional CAT2_WT from N. crassa fungus.

5.2 Results on the synthesis and characterization of a biomimetic model based on
chlorophyll derived ligands coordinated to iron(II)
Approach on an initial proposal related to assemble a bioinorganic system able to
mimic the structure of heme active site of an enzyme requires the extraction and refinement
of starting ligand: Pheophytin (pheo) is a derivative from chlorophyll (Chl) pigment. In
Fig.25. Chlorophyll and two derivatives are presented, the three structures varying in the R
substituents at C-7 position.

Chlorophyll types

Chlorophyll derivatives

When C-7,
-R: CH3, Chl_a
CHO, Chl_b

A

C

B

Fig. 25 Basic structure of Chlorophyll (A) and two derivatives, pheophytin (B) and chlorophyllide (C).

8.

5.2.1 Isolation and characterization of Chlorophyll derivatives

5.2.1.1 Extraction of chlorophyll.
Spinach was mashed until its leaves lost the green color. Distilled water was poured
and two phases were separated with a separating funnel and two phases were formed. Organic
acetone-diethyl ether phase presented a dark-green color due to most of products were
chlorophyll derivatives, however, xanthophyll and carotene are present in the extract and a
further purification was needed.(Fig. 26)
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Fig. 26 Chlorophyll extraction from spinach by liquid-liquid extraction.

5.2.1.2 Thin Layer Chromatography (TLC).
Identification of the presence of chlorophylls (Chl) derivatives (Fig. 8), mixture of
Chl_a, Chl_b, pheophytins, chlorophyllides and pheophorbides in the spinach extract, was
achieved thin layer chromatography. TLC was run using a chromatographic chamber with
mobile phase39: Hex 6: EE 3: Ac 2. Subsequently, silica-gel column was prepared to do
purification process in order to separate de Chl derivatives from another pigments such as
xanthophyll and -carotenes as was described in section 4.1.

Fig. 27 TLC of Spinach crude extract. MP: Hex 6: EE 3: Ac 2.
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TLC spots of crude extract could be reveled with a naked eye (Fig.27) due to the
nature of the components; however, they were confirmed using UV-lamp. Rf results are
recorded in the Table 1. Spot N° 1 is assigned to -carotene; Spot N°2 with a Rf = 0.65 was
assigned to pheo by comparison with the literature. Spot N° 3with Rf = 0.35 is defined as
Chl_b because is closer to range reported in literature.39 The same situation for orange spot
N° 4 with Rf = 0,22, which is not in range reported but follows the pattern reported for
Xanthophylls. At the end, gray-orange spot N° 5 that has Rf = 0,17 is registered as one
oxidized chl-derivative known as pheophorbide_b. Each spot was classified according to
literature reported with the mobile phase used in this work.
Table 1 Thin layer chromatography technique used to identify chl-derivatives and comparate with literature
Rf-values.

Spot
N°
1
2
3
4
5

This work
Classification
Spot color|
Rf_value
Yellow
0.90
-carotene
Grey
0.65
pheo_ a
Yellowish
0.35
Chl_b
green
Orange
0.22
Xanthophyll
Pheophorbide
Grey-orange
0.17
b

From reference 39
Spot color
Rf_value
Yellow
0.9-1.00
Grey
0.59-0.65
Yellowish
0.39-0.45
Green
Orange
0.25-0.28
black

0.17-0.20

A column chromatography was used in order to separate the Chl_b desired. From the
column chromatography, thirty test tubes were drained but only three were candidates to be
identified as chl - derivatives. This was performed after run several TLC plates in which 6 8 numbered fractions (Fig.28) of 7 ml were chosen and then homogenized in a dark vial
stored at 4 °C to avoid oxidative process.
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Fig. 28 TLC plate of test tubes 6-8 after of column-separation process. MP: Hex 6: EE 3: Ac 2

According to Fig. 28 we made the assignation showed in Table 2, thus spots N° 1 and
N° 3 were visible using the mobile phase in the chamber, however under UV-light lamp two
additional spots: N°2 and N°3 were revealed. In the case of N°1 which was grayish–green
color with Rf = 0.7, it was associated to pheo_a. Spot N°2 is considered as mixture of pheo_a
and pheo_b assigned by the reported color spot and Rf = 0.65 as well as the Spot N° 4.
Finally, Spot N° 3 is considered a mixture between chlorophylls derivatives (the most
abundant pigment) and a little bit of any carotene due to its Rf value.
Table 2 Thin layer chromatography technique used to classify test tubes in which were chl-derivatives using
Rf values and qualitative characterization argued in literature.

Spot
N°
1

2

This work
Identification
Spot color
Rf_value
Gray-green
0.7
pheo_ a
Gray to
Transparent

Gray-green

0.65

pheo_ a & b

0.8

Mix of Chlderivatives
and carotene

-

0.39-0.45

pheo_a & b

Bluish-gray,
reveled under
UV-light 52

0.59-0.65 39

3

4

Gray to
Transparent

From references
Spot color
Rf_value
39
Gray
0.59-0.65
Bluish-gray,
reveled under
0.59-0.65 39
UV-light 52

0.67
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5.2.1.3 UV-Vis characterization of Chl and its derivatives.
UV-Vis spectra of chlorophyll derivatives were taken using acetone: water (9:1)
mixture as blank of the measurements. A Soret band displaying a maximum value at 431 nm
and two peaks at 384.5 nm and 410 nm are present. Additionally, three peaks of minimum
absorbance at 535 nm, 581 nm and 617nm, and a maximum at 663 nm in the Qy band region
were observed (Fig. 29). According to literature, values are corresponding to chl_a pigment
and that are mainly characteristic of porphyrin-like systems. We need to remember that
porphyrin are aromatic system that follows the Hückel´s rule (4n+2 ) and in this case
chlorophyll derivatives share a core denominate “chlorin” in which one outer double bond
is hydrogenated (only 20 -electron), but the -delocalization on tetrapyrrole is not affected,
and aromaticity is maintained producing the highlighted peaks in the spectrum.43
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Fig. 29 UV-Vis spectrum of purified chlorophyll fraction.

Next step in our synthesis strategy involves the extraction of Mg2+ cation from
chlorophyll, thus, by using HCl concentrated to obtain a demetallized structure, and the
pheophytin (Fig. 25B). Isolated pheophytin presents a different UV-vis spectrum compared
with the chlorophyll one. From this spectrum, stand out the Soret maximum value at 413 nm
in comparison to chl-Soret band at 431 nm, displayed a shifting to higher energy region, but
in the case of Q-band pheo at 667 nm and chl_a at 667 nm, it showed a shifting to lower
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energy region. Additionally, five peaks appeared between soret and Q band that could be
attributed to the presence of chlorophyllide (lost of phytil tail of hydrocarbon) as part of the
mixture of chlorophyll degradation products (Fig. 30).
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Fig. 30 UV-Vis spectrum of pheophytins obtained from the reaction of chlorophyll extract with HCl.

5.2.2 Synthesis of the Co2+ and Fe2+ complexes with pheophytin.
Qualitative chemical reaction between isolated pheophytins with Fe2+ and Co2+ salts
separately were performed. Thus, Fe2+-pheo complex exhibited a yellowish-green color,
whereas Co2+-pheo complex had turquoise color. The visualization of color change for both
qualitative reactions in comparison to Chl pigment (dark green color) and pheo derivative
(olive- green color)53 gave us an idea of a successful coordination of metals. Another fact to
be highlighted is the starting reagents were of colors totally different in contrast to the
complexes formed (Fig.31).
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Fig. 31 Qualitative demonstration of Metallic complexes chemical reaction. a : Chl; b: pheo; c: Fe2+ -pheo;
d: Co2+-pheo.

5.2.2.1 UV-Vis characterization of Fe-pheo complex
The yellowish-green Fe2+-pheo complex was characterized by UV-Vis spectroscopy,
the obtained spectrum showing main shifting in Soret and Q bands in contrast to pheophytin
and chlorophyll spectra. Spectra (Fig. 32) elucidated an important displacement of blue-band
to shorter wavelength equals 393.5 nm when Fe2+ -pheo complex is formed in comparison to
chl 431 nm and pheo 413 nm. Additionally, red-band in the case Fe2+ -pheo complex is
broader and when value is compared to chl Q band at 663 nm and pheo Q-band 667 is clear
the shifting to shorter wavelength.
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Fig. 32 Electronic absorption spectrum obtained for chlorophyll, pheophytin and Fe 2+-pheo.
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Data experimental was reported using max that are in bibliography, Table N° 3
resume the values obtained by previous researchers in order to verify the coordination of Fe2+
atom into of pheophytin chlorin -nucleus. Thus, maximum value in soret-band region is really
closer to value in literature 393.5 nm for Fe2+ -pheo complex, however value in Q-band region
differs around 20 nm. This result could be attributed to pheo_a & b mixture despite of the
bands for pheo_b cannot be identified as easily as those of pheo_ a, the bands of pheo_b
could be masked by the broad bands of type a.
Table 3 Resume of electronic absorption experimental data obtained for chlorophyll, pheophytin and Fe 2+pheo in contrast of literature reports.

max 38(from
reference)

max (this
work)

Chl_a
pheo_a
Fe2+-pheo

Soret
Band

Q
band

Soret Band

Q band

431
413
393.5

663
667
647

432
409
393

664
665
626

Co2+-pheo complex characterization was made in order to make a comparison with the
spectroscopic features of the Fe2+ -pheo complex. Thus, Co2+ -pheo complex54 in Soret band
region presented a shifting compared with spectrum of pheo_a from 413 nm to 418 nm. Also,
in Q-band region complex formation generate a displacement from 667 nm to 687.5 nm in
comparison to Q-band of pheo_a. Also, four peaks with minima absorbance between Soret
and Q bands disappear when the metallic atom is coordinated and two news peaks one at 390
nm and 594 nm are remarkable in the spectrum of Co2+ -pheo complex suggesting the
presence of free Co2+ (d7-specie) in solution (Fig. 33).
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Fig. 33 Electronic absorption spectrum obtained for chlorophyll, pheophytin and Co 2+-pheo.

5.2.3 Evaluation of reactivity of Fe2+-pheo against peroxyacetic acid (PAA)
In this section, results on the reactivity between Fe2+-pheo against peroxyacetic acid
(PAA) were performed with the objective of isolate synthetic oxo-iron intermediates
following the conditions showed in next figure.

Fig. 34 Strategy of synthesis for the generation of oxo-iron species.
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5.2.3.1 Kinetics of PAA reduction by Fe2+-pheo followed by UV-Vis spectroscopy
Reactivity Fe2+-pheo against peroxyacetic acid (PAA) was followed by UV-Vis
spectroscopy. The progress of the reaction was followed by measurements of disappearance
of the band centered in 395.5 nm characteristic of the Fe2+-pheo complex. UV-Vis specra
were recorded in 0.1 sec intervals during 10 seconds. Notable changes in the absorbance
(395.5 nm) taken place until 3 seconds after te mixing of the reactants. Temperature was
controlled at T=4°C with a peltier system. After that in the range of 1.5-2.8 secs, Soret-band
(395.5 nm) almost disappeared which allows conclude the PAA was consumed completely
and hence Fe2+-pheo complex is capable to reduce peroxyacetic acid. (Fig. 35)
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Fig 35. Kinetic of the reaction of Fe -pheo complex with PAA.
5.2.3.2 EPR characterization of the product of the reaction between Fe2+-pheo and
PAA
In order to determine the nature of the compound obtained from the last reaction, EPR
characterization was made. An aliquot of the reaction mixture was taken after 10 seconds of
the beginning of the reaction. EPR spectrum shows a broad signal centered in g = 2.0308
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which can be assigned to and Fe3+ LS (Fig. 36). Similar EPR results were reported for some
inorganic complexes with iron (III) LS.55

Fig 36. X-band EPR spectrum at 100 K of the mixture of Fe2+-pheo complex with PAA at 7 sec of reaction.

From the kinetic results, is evident that iron compound can do the homework of the
peroxide activation, additionally a change in the oxidation state of iron is documented by the
comparisson of the EPR spectra for de diamagnetic Fe2+-pheo in which a d6 species don’t
show EPR signal (Fig. A8) with these obtained after the reaction with PAA (Fig. 36).
Unfortunately, no evidence of oxo-iron (FeIV=O) species was reveal in such experiments,
however, further work on the modification of the pheophytin ligand could be performed in
the near future.
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6. Summary & Conclusion
CAT2_D120A histidine-tagged enzyme variant was constructed by molecular
biology techniques and purified by chemical affinity chromatography with a Ni-NTA resin
in high yields. Rz value of 0.57 for the enzyme determined by UV-Vis indicates that D120A
incorporates heme group at the same level of the Wild Type. Zymmogram experiments
showed that the enzyme preserves their peroxidatic activity but loses their catalytic activity;
later result is in concordance with punctual mutation located in the distal part of the active
site of the enzyme, which is responsible for the catalase activity. EPR results demonstrated
the presence of a group of signals in the regions of g = 2 and g = 6 assigned to an iron (III)
in High Spin state, additionally, Fe(III) oxidation state was confirmed by UV-Vis
spectroscopy. Similar spectroscopic properties were observed for the WT_CAT2 indicating
that iron remains intact in the active site of the mutant. Finally, with the reaction of the variant
with PAA it was possible to artificially generate a ferryl intermediate which was
characterized by UV-Vis and EPR spectroscopies, in particular EPR spectrum demonstrate
(g = 2.003) the presence of a free radical in a compound that is assigned to the species known
as Compound I (FeIV=O Por+). Thus, we fulfill with the one of main objective ok this work:
“The isolation and characterization of a biologic oxo-iron intermediate”.
The progress of an inorganic complex inspired in the heme-b active site from CAT2
was achieved, Fe2+-pheo, which was synthetized from chlorophyll derivatives and adequately
characterized. Thus, UV-Vis spectroscopy showed the maxima values of absorbance for
Fe2+-pheo in the Soret band (393.5 nm) and Q-band (647 nm). Meanwhile, the reactivity
evaluation of the complex in front of a chemical reaction with PAA resulted in a consumption
by part of Fe2+-pheo showing a decreasing in the Soret band. Finally, the EPR spectrum
reveled a characteristic peak of LSFe3+ specie during the chemical reaction between Fe2+pheo and PAA, that indicated the generation of an oxidized form of our inorganic complex.
Although, we did not see the formation of a high valent oxo-iron in the evaluation of
reactivity for the Fe2+-pheo, it will continue being a motivation for studying, developing and
improving of the inorganic system in search of FeIV and FeV species.
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Fig. A1

Calibration curve Bradford + BSA.
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Fig. A2 Chemical structure of heme b
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Fig. A3
UV-Vis spectra for reduced ( ) reacting with dithionite and oxidize (
heme-b Cyt. The treatment with potassium cyanide ( ). Taken from Daltrop.46

)

Fig. A4 UV-Vis spectra for CAT2_WT subjected to reduction reaction with sodium
dithionite. 26
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Fig. A5 X-band EPR for methaemoglobin. a) HSFe 3+ with g= 6 and b) LSFe3+ with g=
2.855, 2.226 and 1.794.49

Fig. A6 Spectrochemical series.

Fig. A7 UV-Vis spectra showing the formation of Compound I (red line) during the
reaction of BpKatG with PAA.37
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Intensity (a. u.)

Fig. A8 X-band EPR spectrum at 100 K of the Fe2+-Pheo complex synthesized from
pheophytin and FeCl2.
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